Fd like to tell all on Its own another time, so 111 skip it
meantime and get on to our arrival at a Finnish reserve
position some little distance behind the front line.   This
was the usual little cluster of tents built round the fir trees,
only most of these tents were not made of canvas but of a
kind of beaver board.   The lower part of the trunk of a
growing fir tree is stripped of branches and acts as the tent
pole, and then an octagonal framework of wood is built
round this and the spaces filled in with beaver boards.
There Is a stove inside, of course, and the chimney Is
arranged so that the smoke curls up the trunk of the tree.
The headquarters of this position was built more in the
nature of a shelter, dug fairly deep Into the earth, with the
roof made of logs covered over by earth.   And here we
met the captain In command.   He was In particularly
good spirits because his wife had come down to see him
there—almost in the front line—for a couple of days. We
were talking to the captain about one thing and another
when suddenly I heard the noise of aeroplanes flying low
overhead.  And when you hear an aeroplane in Finland
It's a fairly safe bet, unfortunately, that it's a Russian one.
Anyway, I ran up the steps of the shelter to have a look
and just caught sight of one of the machines as it passed.
I wasn't allowed to look for very long before being told
fairly forcibly to get back in the shelter.   This wasn't so
much for my own sake as for the fact that they didn't want
the plane to see any movement on the ground.  Now this
plane was only a very few hundred feet up and, though
it's obvious from the ground that these Finnish positions
In the woods are wonderfully well camouflaged, it certainly
goes to prove that they must be absolutely invisible from
the air.
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